
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                          

 

ANTI-SPATTER GEL 

 

 

 

AUSTWELD  

NOZZLE GEL 

Distributed by: 

 
Australia Technology Welding Industry 
7 Wilding Place, Bull Creek WA 6149 Perth Australia 

Email : austweld@yahoo.com.au , wmi@weldmaster.com.my 

 

Product Description   
AUSTWELD developed a non-chlorinated solvent anti-spatter because of concern for a welder’s health when he welds through 
anti-spatter that contains chlorinated solvents.      
 

When chlorinated solvents are exposed to extreme heat, as in welding operations or torch cutting, they tend to decompose, 
yielding phosgene, hydrogen chloride and chlorine gas fumes. 
 

The manufacturer of chlorinated solvents has conducted “glove box welding studies” and published the results of gases formed in 
stick, MIG and TIG welding processes.  Their warnings are not toweld where chlorinated solvent vapors are present, and we have 
welders spraying chlorinated solvent anti-spatters on metal then welding through it. 
 

Safe De Spat takes the danger and concern out of using anti-spatters since it has no chlorinated solvent base.  This special water 
emulsion base anti-spatter sprays wet and is designed to weld through while wet, without fear of toxic fumes to the welder. 
 

Since this product contains a heavier concentration of anti-spatter active, you only have to apply a light coat.  Welderstend to spray 
heavy coats and, as in all anti-spatters, that can cause porosity.  It will not dissolve soap stone markings and in paint compatible.  It 
is bio-degradable, non-flammable, does not contain fluorocarbons or hydrocarbons. 
 

AUSTWELD developed a non-chlorinated anti-spatter because we were concerned about a welder’s health from test chemical 
conducted.  A good way to get that point across is to spray a chlorinated anti-spatter into a cap on the can and smell it.  Now, do 
the same with our non-chlorinated Safe De Spat and see the difference.  Also, compare MSDS on the two  products.  If Safe De 
Spat is used according to the directions and information on the can, it produces excellent results and is non-toxic to the welder. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS 

Unit package     400ML Steel Can 
Per carton     24 Cans   
Appearance     Vizcons Gel 
Odor      Odorless 
Precautionary     Non-Flammable 
Information     Non-Toxic 

                               

 

 

 

 

Direction For Use 
 

Dip your hot gun nozzle into Nozzle Gel and repeat as required. 
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Anti-Spatter Gel With Greener & Cleaner Environment

5-7, Persiaran Perusahaan Kledang Utara 1/5, Kawasan Perindustrian Chandan Raya, 31450 Menglembu Perak.
Tel: 05-2829421, 2829143, 2829842 Fax: 05-2829379
Website: www.weldmaster.com.my Email:wmi@weldmaster.com.my

Austech Welding Industries Sdn Bhd (845625-M)

AUSTWELD
GO GREEN

GIVE YOUR CHILDREN A CHANCE TO LIVE IN A 
GREENER AND CLEANER ENVIRONMENT

NOZZLE GEL
NOZZLE GEL PREVENTS SPATTER BUILD UP FOR MIG GUN NOZZLES CONTACT TIPS

ANTI SPATTER GEL - NEW TECHNOLOGY ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY 

400ML/CAN
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